Abstract 21 22
Diversity partitioning has been generally used to estimate the contribution of different levels 23 of sampling hierarchy to landscape diversity. However, beta diversity values derived by 24 partitioning strongly depend on focus and sample size and the partitioning is inadequate to 25 express the contribution of landscape elements to community variation. Pairwise 26 dissimilarities are also frequently used to express community turnover, but related approaches 27 capture only a limited aspects of it, especially for hierarchical sampling designs. To avoid 28 these shortcomings, we suggest a procedure which quantifies the role of different levels of 29 sampling hierarchy (relative beta diversity) and the share of landscape elements in the 30 corresponding relative beta diversity (contribution value). Our novel method uses pairwise 31 dissimilarities and is based on partitioning a dissimilarity matrix of sampling units. are evaluated using sampling units without considering any a priori classification of them. In 54 many situations, however, sampling units constitute an inclusive hierarchy: units are grouped 55 according to habitat, similar habitats are merged into landscape elements, and so on. Such a 56 sampling scheme, referred to as hierarchical sampling design (see Crist et al., 2003) , allows a 57 sophisticated evaluation of turnover within the community (Gering et al., 2003) . In the present 58 paper, we emphasize that community variation quantified using regional and local diversity 59 values are confounded by differences in focus and sample size and consequently cannot be 60 formally compared (Izsak and Price, 2001; Terlizzi et al., 2009). We also show that recently 61 available approaches using pairwise dissimilarities capture only a limited aspect of 62 community turnover for hierarchical sampling designs. Therefore, we suggest a procedure 63 which quantifies the role of different levels of sampling hierarchy (relative beta diversity) and 64 the share of landscape elements in the corresponding relative beta diversity (contribution 65 value) such that differences in focus and sample size do not influence the estimates. From a 66 practical point of view, our approach provides an invaluable tool for biodiversity monitoring 67 because 1) it quantifies a standardized and therefore comparable aspect of community 68 variation, and 2) it expresses the share of landscape elements in total diversity, an option not 69 available in earlier methods. Thus, our method supplements the existing methodology of 70 sampling unit size is held constant, consequently grain equals to the sampling unit. Assume 146 further that only a single species is present in each sampling unit and sampling units share no 147 species. We sample the same landscape by four different sampling designs (A, B, C, and D): 148 in case A, two patches were sampled, each by 2 sampling units; in case B, 2 patches were 149 sampled, each by 4 sampling units; in case C, 4 patches were sampled, each by 2 sampling 150 units; and finally in case D, 4 patches were sampled, each by 4 sampling units (Table 1) . 151
Additive diversity partitioning based on species richness shows that there are scale-152 related differences in quantifying beta diversity within the same design. However, in comparing the β diversities one must consider that focal unit size also changes 160
(1, 1, 1, and 1 versus 2, 4, 2, and 4 in Table 2 ). This is critical again because the effect of 161 focal scale on species richness can be characterized by the well-known species-area 162 relationship (Crist and Veech, 2006; He and Legendre, 2002; Pielou, 1975; Schmera et al., 163 2009): the larger the focus, the higher is the number of species. Crist and Veech (2006) 164 already realized this problem (i.e. within the same level, not only sample size but also 165 differences in focal unit sizes influence beta diversity) and suggested a methodology for 166 separating the effects of different focal unit sizes and sample size. However, this suggestion 167 does not solve the methodological problem associated with diversity partitioning, namely that 168 beta diversities are calculated based on different focal unit and sample sizes from different 169 levels. This is critical because focal unit sizes differ across levels. It is easy to see that focal 170 unit size depends on the grain size in general, and upper-level (≥2) focal unit sizes also on the 171 sample sizes observed at the level below (Fig. 1) . It follows that differences in sample size 172 representing landscape elements and the handling of sampling units (aggregation into focal 173 units) may strongly influence the result of diversity partitioning. 174
The output table shows that even small changes in sample size may affect substantially 175 the results of diversity partitioning (Table 1) . For instance, increasing sample size (no. of 176 sampling units) from 4 to 8 raised among patches β 2 diversity from 2 to 4, while the number 177 of patches examined (2) was unchanged (A to B). Similar change in sample size increased 178 among patches β 2 diversity from 2 to 6 if the number of patches increased from 2 to 4 (A to 179 C). Moreover, if both sample size and the number of patches changed (A to D), then among 180 patches β 2 diversity increased from 2 to 12! 181
We do not say that small changes in sample size always have strong impact on the 182 output of diversity partitioning for actual data (because in most cases community variation is 183 smaller than in our artificial data), but our example calls attention to the inherent ecological 184 weakness associated with diversity partitioning methodology. Moreover, habitat types in 185 actual data sets often differ regarding the number of sampling units taken (Chiarucci et al., 186 2008; Erős, 2007; Müller and Großner, 2010) . In these cases, community variation within 187 habitats represented by large sample is overestimated in the calculations if compared to 188 habitats sampled by fewer units. Furthermore, the focal unit size of habitats with large sample 189 size will be greater than that for habitats with low sample sizes. This influences the output of 190 beta diversity at upper levels. 191
Another problem associated with diversity partitioning is that whereas it estimates the 192 contribution of a given level to total diversity, no information is provided on the possible 193 difference between the contributions of focal units within the same level. In other words, 194 diversity partitioning "facilitates the comparison of diversity components between habitat 195 types (...), but does not tell us which landscape elements (i.e. which habitat type) contribute 196 most to landscape species diversity" (Wagner et al., 2000) . We argue that this information 197 might be essential in any management decision or conservation planning. 
Innovation 236 237
Here we suggest a procedure which quantifies the role of different levels of sampling 238 hierarchy (relative beta diversity) and the share of landscape elements to the corresponding 239 relative beta diversity (contribution value), such that differences in focus and in sample size 240 do not influence the estimates. 241
Numerous pairwise dissimilarity measures are used to express beta diversity (e.g., 242
Koleff et al., 2003). Although our method works with any of these measures, here we 243 calculate pairwise beta diversity values (β PAIR ) for all possible sampling unit pairs as follows 244 (see Lande, 1996) : 245
where b is the number of species present only in the first sampling unit and c is the number of 247 species present only in the second sampling unit. 248
In hierarchical sampling designs, pairwise beta diversities quantify turnover within 249 and/or among landscape elements. Let us define A x,j as a set of pairwise beta diversities, 250 which quantify the community turnover within a landscape element j (defined at level x) but 251 not the community turnover within landscape elements defined at any levels lower than x. We 252 quantify the role of different levels of sampling hierarchy as relative beta diversity (β REL ) 253 The pairwise comparison of sampling units resulted in 6 pairwise beta diversities (Table 2) . 268
Two pairwise beta diversities (pairs 1-2 and 3-4) express within patch/among sampling units 269 turnover, whereas the other four (pairs 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, and 2-4) within landscape/among patches 270 community turnover. The results show that pairwise beta diversities as defined above vary 271 between 1 and 2 ( Table 2 ). The relative beta diversity among sampling units (level-1) is 1.25 272 and among patches (level-2) is 1.5. Their difference shows that the second sampling level has 273 a higher relative contribution to diversity than the first. In other words, diversity among 274 sampling units from different patches is larger than among sampling units from the same 275 patch. The contribution value of a patch expresses how the patch contributes to the relative 276 beta diversity among sampling units. The contribution values of patches 1 and 2 differ (Table  277 2), suggesting that patches can be ranked based on their contribution to the between sampling 278 unit relative beta diversity: from this point of view patch 1 is more "valuable" than patch 2, 279 because community turnover in patch 1 is higher (1.5) than in patch 2 (1). It should be noted 280 that from additive diversity partitioning we would conclude that among sampling unit beta 281 diversity is larger (1.25) than among patches beta diversity (1). 282 Additive diversity partitioning applied to the species richness of caddisflies showed 295 that among sampling units beta diversity had the strongest contribution to the total diversity of 296 the stream system (29 species) followed by among segments beta diversity ( Fig. 2A) . In 297 contrast, the novel methodology showed that among segments relative beta diversity (β REL (4) ) 298 has the strongest sample size-independent contribution to the caddisfly diversity of the 299 stream, followed by among reaches (β REL(3) ), among riffles (β REL(2) ) and among sampling units 300 (β REL(1) ) relative beta diversities (Fig. 2B) . 301
Moreover, contribution values identified that 1) segment 3 has the strongest 302 contribution to the among reaches beta diversity followed by segments 2 and 1; 2) reaches 5 303 and 7 have the strongest contribution to among riffles beta diversity, whereas reaches 1 and 3 304 have the weakest; and 3) riffles 19 and 21 have the strongest contribution to among sampling 305 units beta diversity and riffles 3 and 17 have the weakest (Fig. 2C ). Here we should 306 emphasise again that the contribution value of a landscape element (defined at level x) 307 quantifies the contribution of the landscape element to the relative beta diversity at level x 308 (β REL(x) ), and it is not a summary statistic of pairwise beta diversities within the landscape 309 element. 310
One of the advantages of the novel methodology is that corresponding measures from 311 different studies can easily be compared by traditional statistical approaches if the grain of 312 sampling units is the same. Such comparisons with traditional diversity partitioning are rather 313 complicated because both among focal-unit diversities and within focal-unit diversities at 314 higher level (x> 1) are strongly influenced by sample size and focus. 315
Testing the significance of relative beta diversities and contribution values within the 316 same study is not possible with traditional statistical approaches because these measures 317 originate from non-independent observations (i.e. the same sampling unit is used for 318 calculating many pairwise beta diversities). Therefore, we suggest using randomization-based 319 null models for statistical testing following Crist et al. (2003) . The null-model approach is a 320 framework for comparing observed measures with expected ones, where expected ones are 321 derived from randomising the observed data (Gotelli and Graves, 1996 In the first step, sampling units are randomly relocated into any other position as determined 329 by the sampling design. Using this randomization, hereafter called as randomization #1, we 330 can test whether among segments relative beta diversity is different from that expected by 331 chance (β REL(4) , Fig. 2B ). In the second step, we constrain the randomization in such a way 332 that sampling units remain in the same segment in which they were taken (randomization #2). 333
Using this strategy, we can test whether among reaches relative beta diversity (β REL(3) , Moreover, we tested the contribution values of different landscape elements (Fig. 2C) . three levels of diversity to evaluate: within-quadrat alpha diversity, among quadrats and 360 among habitats beta diversity, plus gamma diversity of the total landscape. 361
Additive diversity partitioning applied to the grassland communities showed that 362 among sampling units beta diversity had the highest contribution to species richness 363 independently from the size of the sampling unit (Fig. 3A) . Moreover, diversity values (α 1 , β 1 364 and β 2 ) increased monotonically over increasing sampling unit size. In contrast, the novel 365 method showed that independently from the size of the sampling unit, among habitats relative 366 beta diversity (β REL(2) ) had stronger contribution to the diversity of the grassland of the hill 367 than among sampling units beta diversity (β REL(1) ). Both relative beta diversity values (β REL(1) 368 and β REL(2) ) increased over sampling unit size (Fig. 3B) . Contribution values showed that 369 independently from the sampling unit size, closed grassland had the highest contribution to 370 among sampling units beta diversity followed by slope steppe and open grassland habitats 371 (Fig. 3C) . 372
Considering relative beta diversity, we tested whether the observed relative beta 373 diversities are different from that expected by chance. Our results showed that among 374 sampling units beta diversities (β REL(1) ) were smaller than expected by chance whereas among 375 habitat relative beta diversity (β REL(2) ) was higher than expected by chance (Fig. 3B) . This 376 suggests that turnover is larger among habitats than within habitats. The contribution values 377
showed that closed grassland (CG) at 1 m ×1 m sampling unit size has higher contribution, 378 whereas at other sampling unit sizes the contribution to the among sampling units beta 379 diversity is lower than that expected by chance. That is, statistical significance is not 380 independent of sampling unit size (or grain). Slope steppe (SS) and open grassland (OG) also 381 had significantly low contribution to among sampling units beta diversity (Fig. 3C) . 382 383 7. Bias, variation and error rates 384
385
We quantified the bias and the variation of relative beta diversities following widely-386 accepted directives adapted to our research questions. We created an artificial landscape with 387 two, three and four patches, each with 20 sampling units and 20 possible species. We filled 388 each sampling unit with 4, 10, or 16 species presence (20, 50, or 80% matrix fill). These 389 matrices served as the starting landscape and we quantified its true relative beta diversities. 390
We sampled each patch by 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 sampling units to estimate relative beta 391 diversity values. We repeated this procedure 100 times. To make the calculations independent 392 from the configuration of the starting landscape, we produced altogether 100 random starting 393 landscapes. We quantified bias as the difference between the true value and estimated values 394 (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995). We found that bias is in general low (between -0.3 and +0.3) and 395 decreases with increasing sample size and, to a less extent, with increasing number of patches 396 and with intermediate (50%) matrix fill (Fig. 4) . We quantified variation as the dispersion of 397 replicate estimates (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995). We found that mean variation of estimated beta 398 diversities decreased with increasing sample size, that mean variation of estimated level-2 399 relative beta diversity (Beta REL(2 ) was smaller than that of estimated level-1 beta diversity 400 (Beta REL(1) ) and this difference increased over increasing patch sizes (Fig. 5) . Matrix fill 401 influenced the mean variation of estimated relative beta diversities: 50% matrix fill had the 402 highest mean variation (Fig. 5) . 403 We calculated the error rate of the relative diversity calculation combined with the 404 randomization algorithm applied in the analysis of actual data sets. Similarly to the 405 calculation of bias and variation, we produced starting landscapes (with different number of 406 patches and with different matrix fill). We considered the true relative beta diversities 407 independent from sampling design, if their actual values fell within the 95% confidence 408 interval of randomly relocated samples. We tested this by a randomization test (n=200). Then 409 we sampled the starting landscape by 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 sampling units and calculated the 410 estimated relative beta diversity values. We performed a randomization again (n=200) to test 411 whether the estimated beta diversities predict independence from sampling design. To make 412 the estimation of error rates independent from the configuration of the starting landscape, we 413 produced altogether 200 starting landscapes. We quantified the type I error rates (the 414 probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true), and type II error rates (the 415 probability of failing to reject the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false, Zar, 416 1999), of our null hypothesis with the assumption that the observed relative beta diversities 417 are the consequence of sampling design. We found that the error rates are in general low and 418 decrease with increasing sample sizes and that type I error rate is more sensitive to changes in 419 sample size than type II error rate (Fig. 6) . 420 421
Conclusions 422 423
Diversity partitioning has become one of the most common approaches for assessing 424 the contribution of different levels of hierarchically collected samples to the overall biological 425 diversity of a landscape (Gering et al., 2003) . In the present paper, we showed that diversity 426 partitioning suffers from dependence on sample size effects and aggregation of sampling 427 units, and therefore it cannot quantify properly the contribution of landscape elements to the 428 observed diversity patterns. To solve these problems, we suggested a methodology 429 independent of sample size and demonstrated its usefulness with artificial and actual data sets. Since the number of potential null hypotheses is large, and there are many other factors that 443 influence the tests (e.g., matrix size dependence, number of levels and so on), we suggest that 444 both the null hypothesis and the corresponding randomization technique should be selected 445 carefully. We demonstrated by simulation studies that our approach has small bias, low 446 variance (especially at larger sample sizes) and low error rates. 447
The indication of how biological diversity is distributed among different levels of a 448 habitat hierarchy is a central question of biodiversity research. Additive diversity partitioning 449 is a tool for answering this question and expresses the contribution of the levels of habitat 450 hierarchy in units of numbers of species. Here we developed a novel method that quantifies 451 the same concept also in units of numbers of species, and demonstrated its application using 452 artificial and actual data sets. However, if one would express relative beta diversity as a 453 unitless ratio (i.e. multiplicative diversity partitioning) or in any other way, then our approach 454 can easily be extended into this direction because pairwise beta diversity can be expressed Relative beta diversity
Relative beta diversity
-- in relation to increasing patch size (rows: two, three and four patches) and matrix fill 677 (columns: 20%, 50% and 80% matrix fill). 678
